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59 More Teachers Listed in BudgeA4umN0NE
School Night Socials Must End at 8 p.m.Deans
Ruling in Effect
Spring Session
Personnel Deans
Issue Statement

It) BOB EDMISTON,
NEWS EDITOR
haSnadned.lorowSntatae ppreorsod
elanmnat one
d alt s

of
dubious strength yesterday in the
form of a memorandum to the
Spartan Daily stating that all school
, Text Of the lei:.
the night social functions must termiDean of Students U. :., 1,, the
before
, Spartan Daily Office in regard to nate curtailment
8 p ft of SJS student
the new policy is as follows:
life will go into effect next se, Editor. Spartan Daily: The per- mester beginning February. 1956.
sonnel deans have been studying ’ Following research and study,
the activity and extra curricular the deans have concluded that stuprogram and have concluded that dents do not have enough study
there is a general feeling among time now and feel that such a
students. faculty members and ad- curfew has been made necessary
, visers to student organisations that in order to -bring about a better
,,clieuidia.i.ads made on students’ time balance between purely social
by these extra functions are seri- events, studies and other extracurously encroaching upon (line ricular activities."
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
-It should leave mere time for
which should be rt-served (01
attention to the purposes of a
%,o1 43
Son Jose, Calif., Wednesday. Dec. 14, 1955
No. 58
good
college." esplained Miss
After careful consideration it
_
has been decided that beginnins: Helen Dimmick. associate dean
with the second semester thi.s of students.
In answer to Spartan !tatty
year, i.e, February, 1958. any social funetion held on a night pre- (ponie), as to it lure the social line
is to be dram n. Dr. Stanley C
ceding a school day. that is Sunday through Thursday evenings. dean of students, said, "A dance a
dinner exchange. or coffee party
Free Radiograms will be gilit for S.IS students and laculi). starting shall cbine by 8 p.m. Thls, the hetueen living groups is obviously
feel,
woubt
deans
Icaye
the
betI Today is the last day that thcs tonight. from the Ameteur Radio Club’s Station W61’L located in the
a social function. whereas business
Fiftymine new teachers will be added to the San Jose State College Sparta Key will
ter part of the evening free for
be on sale in the Engineering Building, according to Irvin Beebe, club president. The studys..Tir,qc;i1).,A
meetings of organizations and turnfaculty next September if the 1956-57 college budget is approved by
lion.’. at which cultural, educational
Outer Quad, according to Jerry , free service has been started this week to allow students and faculty
the Legislature, President John T. Wahlquist announced yesterday. In ;
or academic matters are considered
ItteCarthy, chairman of the Public to send messages home before the holidays.
C. BENZ,
a telephone message from Sacramento to college officials. he listed
would not be considered primarily
Blanks for the free Radiogram service are as ailable in the Engineer
Dean of Students
substantial budgetary gains for the college following negotiations viith Relations Committee.
social 111 nature."
log Building office, according to
W*ho will prosecute? "This is
officials of the State Departments of Education and Finance.
McCarthy staled that the sale of Beebe. Ile stressed that message-,
a matter of administratise pone,:
Agreed upon Monday. Dr.
the magazine has not been going can be sent from the Meal statueand mill be disci:dined as such."
Wahlquist said, are the addition
as well as might have been ex- to anY Point on the globe.
Offending groups o ill he pan
of 59 full-time equivalent in.
pceted.
We still have quite a few
"All the student Must do is drop
ished b) either the prisonnel
structors phis an additional 2.4
(leans as a ohole or its indisi
copies of the student directory left in the .Engineering Office, write
full-time positions for division
his
message
and
give
the
name.
chairme n. This will give the col.
, and these will go into the Student
Colorful decorations and yule- doughnuts V. ill Iii -crved, Moore dual deans. Penalties obi( Ii
phone
number
and
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of
the
caownlidd.be les ied were not men
lege a total of 476.9 full-time
i Affairs Business Office if not sold !message receiver. We’ll see to it the tide cheer will be found in the stated.
equivalent teachers, as compared
Women’s
Gym
tonight.
as
eo-Ree
Advisers
for
Co-Rec
are
Buford
I today.
Imessage gets through," emphasized sponsors their Christmas party. The Bush, head adviser. Dr. Mary Wiles
with 117.9 at the present time.
Where o ii I he ha sinc,:, social
hoiderline be drawn- "Borderline
The budget, if approved, will
social is slated to start at 7:30 o’- and Miss Ard1th Frost.
Included in this year’s directory ;Beebe.
Cordelia
Hall, 191 S. 10th St.,
NET HOOKUP
ease, such as a combination bust
also proside 16 additional posl .
clock according to Jerry Moore.
ire the names, addresses. and
_
_
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door
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numbers
of
the
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body
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contest.
had
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the
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since
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"Santa s Hideway" is the theme
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Hall
and
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the
early
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officers,
the
administration,
emerpart
of
this
other clerical help primarily for
need to he decided upon by
the organization is featuring this
won
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third
places,
reHowever,
they
could
not
offer
the
gency
service to the instructors.
and campus phone numbers
the personnel deans as the Cases
year. The party will be clispectively.
message
service
until
they
free
the
proposed
ad;arise."
ruled the deans.
Commenting on
. as well as the names, addresses and
maxed hj an authentic Spanish
Hedberg Hall. Delta Zeta and phone numbers of the general Sill- joined a "net organization." The pinata. This Spanish custom will
The moe may hamper the acdition of new teachers. Dr. Wahlquist said that the increase rep- Melody Hall received honorable , dent body, faculty, sororities, fra- net hookup allows them to relay be explainmi to the group !is M.
tions of stich activities as exresents a ratio of 60 new in- mentions, according to Ann Dut- ternities. and major living groups. message traffic to ham operators V. Madison.
Assistant yell leadcr ti yew, changes. Revelries, Greek Show
throughout
the
world.
structors for 700 additional full. ton, president of AWS.
The price of this year’s booklet
,
ing the breaking of the mill be held tonight at 7:30 o’- practices, and similar large-scale
time equivalent students as comBill Hightower, senior electri- pinata, a Christmas treasure hunt clock in the dossnstairs audito- student operations.
Cordelia Hall will receive Die is 50 cents.
pared with 90 full-time faculty perpetual trophy with the Hall’s
Dean Benz added, "Student
cal engineering major. stated will he held. The hunt will be led rium of the Catholic Women’s
"For Christmas card lists and that the Spartan radio has con
groups such as fraternities, soromembers added in 1955 for 2,100 name engraved on it. This trophy
by Jo Rae Turner. Other activities Center, cremating to Jim Cottrell,
additional full-time equivalent stu- resides with the winner one year. ’just general information the Sparta (acted numerous stations so far 011 the agenda include dancing. Rally Committee chairman.
rities, departmental organizations
Key is a handy book to have , this year. California ham stations
dents.
Next year it will go to the 1956 around."
and mixers.
Prospectiae sell leaders can and ASH committees will not be
added McCarthy, "And have been contacted in the cities games
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of their meetings, but
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the auditorium by enter. deprived
Toward
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of
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don’t depend on borrowing some- of Los Angeles. South Gate.
social functions of these groups
"I believe that the State DepartIn addition to this, first, second one ayes copy of the book, they
activities. Christmas caroling will ing the Fifth street door and eli.
nuesntinbge.. confined to Friday and
Santa Ana. Fresno. and Pomona.
ments of Education and Finance and third place winners
will get just might not be arotmd when _ Westimt area contacts include take place. This traditional feature turning right at the end of the Saturday nights if they arc
recognize now that we can no
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by.
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a trophy whieli they may keep you wanted it."
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(Continued on page 2)
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Interest continued to mount for porters on the subject matter for ,
Persons planning to drive to their
homes for the holiday and wish- , tomorrow night’s debate of the their talks. Both have a "wait and ! Hightower commented that. -The the theme of the Hawaiian Club’s
Amateur Radio Club members feel second annual Christmas Show to
ing additional riders should fill year between Dr. Arturo Fallico, MC" attitude
An interesting feature of this they are offering SJS students a be present^d at B o’clock tonight
out one of the cards on the rack ; professor of philosophy, and Dr
valuable
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outside the auditorium. Those seek- Ralph Smith, head of the kin(Continued on page 2)
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
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Budget Still. Needs Last Day To Buy Radio Club Will Send Free Radiograms
Legislature Approval ey"n Outer Q u ad for SJS Students and Faculty Members

Colorful Decorations, Authentic Spanish
Pinata Featured for ’Santa’s Hideaway’

ordelia Hall Wins
Aws
Annual Door
Decoration Contest
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Service Fraternity
To Have Car Pool

Assistant Yell Leader
Tryouts Will Be Held
Tonight in Center Hall

Will

Still Lazy and Hazy

Hawaiian Party Held Tonight

Professors Smith Falk Make Final
Plans for Tomorrow’s Big Debate
By-laws Change
On Council Agenda

Carols and Dances
Featured With The
’King’s Serenade’

Christmas Issue
Boasts 8 Pages

Library Vacation Houi-s

Dr. Alvera Lectures on Italy Today
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Christmas or Xmas?

’Technology Has Enslaved Man,’
States Professor Arturo Fallico

Christmas is coming’ And with it, the long-awaited va
’ cation. One can tell that the holiday
near from the
Christmas songs floating through the or both on campus
Bs. JOHN 10.1‘1.1!St.ER
mit greater emphasis GI humanand downtown, from the decorations strung above the As a philosopher Dr Arturo B. lathe Studies’?"
streets, from the shove of hurried shoppers "beating the FaUic teels quite strongly about The distinguished professor
the related positions of philoso- ; completed his under - graduate
last minute rush."
and technology in our modern s ork in Europe. He received his
The advertisements blast out that only so many shop- phy
M A and Ph.D. degrees in philwasociety.
ping days are left, people dig a little farther down in their "Technology has its place." he phy from Northwestern University
Dociets, and the post office is flooded with letters to believes, but he reel.; ii has gotten in 1938 and 1940 respectively. He
out of hand. "Li has enslaved man taught and was head of the Philanta Claus.
than preserved its proper osophy Department at Chicago
Back in the dark recesses of the mind, however, lurks rather
Teachers College.
value as a means."
Dr. Fallico also has taug‘ht at
0 suspicion that perhaps there is something else to ChristNOTHING BUT TURMOIL, WAR
University-, University
mas besides no down payment and Christmas Eve brew. Dr. Fallico decided to study Stanford
of Southern California, Wilson
16 Santa Claus himself, this "something" can be found, and teach philosophy when he College, Philosophy Institute at
is well as in the church of your choice. For this grand old realized that, "This generation has Lake Tahoe and Golden Gate ColHe came to SJS in 1948.
man of Christmas is much more than the symbol of com- known nothing but a world of tur- lege.
REGULAR CONTRIBUTOR
mercialism. He is a symbol of the spirit of givingusually
The philosopher has contributed
many articles to both American
for the pleasure of it, of the trust and faith of the child.
and European journals. Heis viceEven so, Old Saint Nick can’t take the place of the
president and a regular contribureason for Christmas. Although he seems to ride to the
tor to the Library of Living Philforefront of our minds behind his jingling reindeer, beosophers.
Last year Dr. Fallico was honhind all of that is the memory of a timelong ago when
ored with a Ford Foundation Felno decorations, ncc Santa Claus, no carols broadcast over ,
lowship. During his leave of abthe loud speakers, were necessary to convey the spirit of
sence. he studied the relation of

I

Christmas.
THE JULIEART PLAYERS
Present

"RAIN"

Morris Dailey Is Scene
For Professors’ Debate

The story oT . . .

(Continued from page I)

SADIE THOMPSONI!

ƒveek’s activity between the two

Directed by Nick Thomas
CHARACTERS
SADIE

THCAVSCitil
Betsy Smith

PfV. DAVIDSON
frank Woodman
MRS

professors has been Dr. Smith’s
attempt to play the role of the
iinderJoq in the debate.
Dr. Smith said, -I have been
warned against appearing on the
stand opposing such a skilled and
.loquent speaker as Dr. Fallico.
. am sure a poor technician stands

DAVIDSON
Ruth (Boots) Dougheri,

SGT. 0 HAPA
Ron

Stokes

Friday and Saturday
December 2-3

MERRY XMAS.

CURTAIN TIME-11:30 P.M.
Student Adm. $1.00

Julieart Playhouse
136 W. SAN CARLOS
(across from Civic Aud.I

LHRENS
CHEVRON
SERVICE

1 1th A

Fast San Carlos

Her Engagement

DIAMONIff
the most unforgettable
way to say --Merry Christmas
ƒ

May the joy of Christmas
sing in your heart
throughout the coming
year. This is our wish for
all our friends and
neighbors at this happy
holiday season. Good
cheer, good fellowship
and good health to you!
from the

House of Earl
OPEN 11101(5 EVENING TILL 9

t You’ll agree
f),1 - if’s
;TN. a joy
4 to shop

little chance against Dr. Fallico’s
oratory. However, we in science
and engineeriny, must oppose as
best we an such absurd suggestions as those of Dr. Fallivo’s."
Dr. Fallico was quick to agree
that "on the point of view of issues" Dr. Smith would be a definite underdog. As to his own
part in the debate Dr. Fallico reported he was "not sure I can
du justice to the magnitude of
the issue on my side"

MEETINGS

DR. ARTURO FALUCO
... Technology has place, but

convinced him that man’, greatest

problem is himself; what he is;
what he represents in the universe; what he wants and what
he wants to do.

by Did Bible.

about such problems in the clas.--

room with young people who always have been very responsive
to ideas.SUSPECTS SMITH’S MOTIVES
Dr. Fallico notes that Dr Smith
places himself in the dlhderdog
spot for tomorrow night’s debate.
In commenting on this he says, "I
suspect his motives, though I
think I would agree; from the
point of view of issues and not
oersonalities, of course.
About his own part In the debate, Dr. Fallico is "not sure I can
do justice to the magnitude of the.
issue on my side."
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-stowingAldo lay - Phil Carey - Dick York

And Introducing-Mitsuko Kimura
He hated all Japanese . . . II the
night he met a girl called Y.-loi

otf.
"Duel go M. Mississippi"
Barker, Patricia Medina
-Technicolor-

StarringLes

TOWNE

time). These would be available
on the present $2 allocated to the
Health Services from the student’s
tuition fee. If the fee is increased
from $2 to $6 per student, which
is under consideration, the fund
would pay for $37,000 worth of
service.

"CAPTAIN’S PARADISE’
"PAN-PAN TIN TULIP ’
Gerard Philip.
(Th. Great) Lollobi,i,
IFrersch Comedy))
Students with All Cards SOc
Alec Guinness

’Among your Yuletide gifts
may you surely find those

firer Os time) (giving the college a full-time testing officer);
two counsellors, itus clerks of
various grades.

lieulth friendship, love and
a deep and enduring happiness.

Dr. Wahlquist spent yesterday
morning discussing with state ok
ficals the problems of the expansion of the campus and the enlargement of the stadium. In the
afternoon he and Executive Dean
C. Grant Burton met with . the
Division of Architecture on the
building program.

Male it This Christmas

at HUSTON’S

SARATOGA
D MELODY’
Olen ford - Eleanor Parker
in Cincimasrope
Also-’THAT tADY"
Olivia DoHonihlond - Cƒlbert Roland

Students with ASS Cards SOc

UNITED

ARTISTS

HOBBY SHOP

"WICHITA"
Jest MC,co
Minim
"A Man Alone"

293 S. First St.

Ray Milland

CALIFORNIA

Spartan Daily

"THE BIG

KNIFE"

Jerk Pittance - Ida lupine

Son Jose State College

-plus-

"Thar Vanishing Arnarican"

Entered as sisrond class matter April
24, 19)4, at San Jo., Calif., undr the
Kt of March 3, 1879. Mernbr California
Publishers Association.

MAYFAIR

Published daily by the Associated Studnts of Son Jos State Collg
civrpt
Saturday and Sunday, during th college

"MISS SADIE THOMPSON"

Newspapr

v.:it with one

lssu

during arh

Rita Hayworth - Jose IF

final

Glen ford
Students with

ecarnination period.

SOfT TOUCH’
Evelyn Keyes
ASS Cards SOr

Tlephorus: Cfpniss 4-6414Fditorlal,
Eel, 710. Advrtising Dept Ect 71
Subscriptions acrptd
only on a rernainder-of-school your basis
In fall semester,
rhestw, $ I SO.

Sl,

In

spring

se-

Pr.., of the Santa Clara Journal, 1440
Franklin St , Santa Clara, Calif.

when you light your
holliday candles do so with
gifts, cards and toys from the
SUNSHINE CARD &
TOY SHOP

BUS. MGR.: Leo Chlantellt

house
of nine

25’

IT’S A GREAT SHOW

"Stincli

411110.

ate priers. No it does not
cost a small fortune to obtain the very finest in diamonds! Sc our famous
seine

Tonight ... All Students

teL

philosophy to general education.
On the side. Dr. Faille Is a
professional artist and sculptures. tie still conducts classes in
sculpturing in Saratoga.
While studying in Europe, Dr.
Faille followed a custom there
by being sort of a vagabond;
studying under the tutorship of
several distinguished philosophers.
One of his outstanding experiences was studying under the
great historian and philosopher,
Benedictto Croce. Croce, he relates, kept the torch of freedom
alive when Italy was under Facial

EDITOR: Eleanor Norris
A Lailliant Christmas gat
. iht surprisingly moder-

SAN JOSE’S NEWEST

-In my own chosen work." hi’

Budget To Provide Additional Positions
In Health Service and Personnel Office

LIME MAN ON CAMPUS

away.-

explains, -I try to do what I

moil and wars. Through philoso- REACHED NEW VIEWPOINT
phy." he says, "1 have tried to
Croce was very inspiring and
make sense of the general confu- his influence was Jelt very
gtrongly by Dr. Fallico. But after
sion."
having direct experience with and
On the subject of technology,
having reflected upon the ’’sad
Dr. Fallico states that, "Success- state of world civilization; the neful human life Is not dependent on glect of man for himself"; Dr. Faitechnology. It is a means which lle reached a new viewpoint.
lends itself either to a civilizaAs of now his ideas lie along
tion of nincompoops or respon- these lines:
sible and thoughtful humans who
"Despite talk to the contrary,
know how, know why and know the Individual and his values
what
have declined. The individual,"
he believes, "has suffered a
Dr. FallIco has a rich backgradual loss of 3 kind of dignity
ground of experience to draw
and authenticity associated with
upon for his approaching debate
independent thought and re%%Rh Dr. Ralph J. Smith tomorspoluilble choice due to the inrow night on the subject,
vasion of the ’impersonal.’"
"Should we base a Moratorium
lit,e things :Hid Mtn e have
en Technological pursuits to pa,--

Alpha (’hi Epsilon will meet tonight at 7:30 o’clock in Room 53.
John R. Kerr will speak on "Creative Dramatics."
AN’S will meet today in Room
117 at 4:30 p.m.
German Club will hold their
annual Christmas party tonight at
7:30 o’clock in the Student Union.
All students are invited to attend.
Institute of Radio Engineers
will meet tonight in E118 at 7:30
o’clock.
chairman Dorf. thelcItliE pfrtfe=1:1
group on engineering management
will be guest speaker. His topic
will be "Management and the Beginning Engineer"
(Continued from Page I)
International Students Organlonger squeeze the additional stuization will meet at 3:30 p.m todents into the presently organized
day in SD128.
Iota Delta Phi will meet at the classes," Dr. Wahlquist said. "We
home of Dr. Gregory tonight at must, of necessity, organize new
8 o’clock.
classeslaboratory, activity and
Newman Club will hold a lecture; we must have more books,
Christmas party tonight at 8
counsellors, more clerical aso’clock in Newman Hall. Admis- more
sistance, and more instructional
sion will be one toy.
equipment.
Presbyterian Students Coffee
and Dessert hour will be held toThey also recognise that our
day from 11:30 3111. to 1:30 p.m. institution is becoming predomiin the Student Y. George Day will nantly upper division and grad.
lead an informal discussion.
nate, and that se must, therefore,
Rally Executive Committee will have a lower teacher-student
meet in the Student Union to- ratio for those types of classes."
day at 3:30 p m.
Dr. Wahlquist also announced
Rally Committee will meet toadministranight at 7.311 o’clock in the CWC that the services of an
tive assistant will be available, efAuditorium. Cheerleader tryouts
fective Jan. 1, 1956. No choiceshas
and elections will be held.
been made as to who will be named
Rills Team will meet tomorrow
to this new post.
at 2:15 p.m. The first, second and
third rifle teams will have their
The budget now under considerpicture taken for LaTorre.
ation in Sacramento includes $60.Spartan Oriocci will meet to- 000 for instructional equipment and
$35,000 for books.
sight at 7 o’clock in Room 17.
Social Affairs Committee will
NEW POSMONS
meet tomorrow in the Student
New positions provided in the
Union at 3:30 p.m.
new budget include:
Student It Community Service
Committee will meet today at 3.30
Health Services: Physician Or
p.m in the Student Y.
time), Nurse (I;, time), clerk Ow

1EMPARRASS, etc, Dee.
Barkow celebrated
his 103rd birthday and contributed his own recipe for longevity:
"Keep the doe tors and lawyers

Day Editor: Shelby Tree

harmonious Yuletide
season . . . brimming with joy
and good cheer. May your fu-

Here’s

to ea

ture remain in tune with this very
merry season . . . Best wishes!

Alpha Phi

1 1 5 S. Second St.
CV 3-9131

Freddie Phi Sig says, "Have
real Merry Christmas and the
very happiest and most prosperous New rear ever. See
’ya next yearl
THE

BROTHERS OF

PHI

SIGMA
KAPPA

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

- Little BON Asks College Professors
Age Old Question About ’Sandy Claus’

WEDNESDAY, DIM 14, 19S5

BARBARA INGOLD
TFo
- Term - Research Pope’s

Manosr, P,S

Nearly Toped

989 Main St.Santa Clara

CN 3 6904

Room

4

Shopping Will Getcha Ya
If Ya Don’t Watch Out!

KAPPA
ALPHA

State College Mkt.

Ortrtittp

FOURSQUARE CHURCH
Education . . . Girds You For Life
Christianity . . . Girds You For Eternity
9:45College and Young Married Couples

I a.m.- Morning Worship
Welcome

7:45Evangelistic Services

Come and meet our staff

Rev. Herman W. Wolters, Paster

Rev.

David W. Yoder, Anil.

Once more man celebrates the birth of the Christ Child.
Chlistmas trees look out from every window,
Merry singing rises upward;
Presents ore bought and wrapped,
tattle children gaze in wonder at the splendor,
For, you see, Christmas is for them after all.

DELTA ZETA
wishes you a Morry Christmas!

or holiday Skifun . . .

Have a merrier Christmas
with the money U save at

49 Save-U-Cleaners 89‘
144 E. Santa Clara

The Patio
19c
Thick Shakes
.
25c
Hot Bar-B-0 .
.
20c
Sandwiches .
Coffee . . . . 10c--2nd cup 5c
Snails & Doughnuts . . . 12c & 7c
Across from Library Bldg. on 4th

Near New Science Bldg. Addition

Let Leo and Jess
MOUNTAINIZE

N. 1st & St. James St.
-- Use your Standard Credit Card

Just a cheery little holiday
note to wish you a Yuletide
us bright and festive as the

ornaments on your Christ.
mus tree.

Kierney and Moore Chevron Station
1 2th and Santa Clara

ENGLES &

of

" Fine Meats"
Hotels - Restaurants
Institutions
455 Keyes St.

Home Delivery
:.r.-cfcil Fraternity
and Sorority
Rates

COMPLETE
LINE OF

DAIRY
PRODUCTS

2JU Purk Ave.

CY 5.3873

VALLEY MILK CO.

PRICES YOU UKE
LO BUE’S MARKET
FREE DELIVERY
Quality Meets Prices FlOnt halm to You
1 481 Almaden Rd, San Jose
CV. 2-3346

(0(46

OPIN A

ado

If you are under 21 years of age, you
may open a Junior Charge Account at
Kay Jewelers You may purchase on your
own signature Your promise to pay is
good with Kay .America’s largest credit
jewelers.

Profs Meet at ’Y’

seem
i erreshments
The student V holds shout ISO
po.opte: ,oa interested students
are urged to get to the V earl%

CY. 7-0895

San Jose

Gold Medal
Winner
Retch’, Wholesol(Independently
Owned

_
Song Contest Offers
Prize for Best Tune

and Is ill

BROWN

Wholesale
Purveyors

As Six Children Complete Education

and Dr. Smith lotion log their
debate tomorrow evening at the
student V. ii nnnii’i..’d preAdeas,
Rene Seger, %estert12,.
The 1 plans to hold an open
house for the tsso profe.s,or,

your car

Leo 8, Jess’ Chevron Service

West Point Graduate Works for M.A.
By 11/011A HANSEN
Point Leonard, hi, oldest son Just, ts:ate, I lie social science maim
"You’re never too old to learn," is in business in San Francisco, and was very enthusiastic in his an
John is in the service.
swers. He said it was a good school
believes George Edmond Weeks
Young. 57-year-old graduate student ’ The other four children. Mary,I and "you can get so much for se
Patrick, Lawrence and Susan are little," Ile thinks the "instructors
at State.
still attending public schools. When on the whole, are excellent." lie
Young, a retired colonel, is ra- asked whether the family approved hopes to get his master’s degree
ther a special student because he of his going to school, Young said by the end of next summer and
was graduated from West Point. his wife was "glad to get him out then he plans on going to Stanford
,crved 31 years in the Army, and of the house."
; or Cal to get his Ph.D. In Social
is working for his M.A. degree
In choosing San Jose as a place Science.
%%bile six of his eight children are to buy a home. he said he was
in
completing their schooling.
fluenced by the area and by the
Young was born in Baltimore, fact that his wife’s brother lived
1d., and r-eeived his early school. here. lie particularly likes the area
big in five different states. His from Carmel to Oregon.
father was a traveling contractor.
When asked his opinion of San
N’oung attended Georgia Tech for a
year and then enlisted intthe army
!dual siiin; I. tilitcst
Ile served in the army for a year
will open the beginning of next
during World War I. lie received
semester v.ith a $100 prize given
3 veterans appointment to the Acta
by the Centennial Committee for
!envy after taking competitive exthe best SMle submitted. avvordiminstiens. Ile uas graduated as a
ing to Bob Nfontilia. rules anti
Second Lieutenant in 1924. lie was
publicity chairman for the conretired in 1935 as a Colonel, after
test. Montilla told the Revelries
varying his country for 31 years.
Board Monday that songs submit"I would never advise anyone to
ted muat pertaio to sonic aspect
choose a definite career. A person
of the college. The song selected
must want to do something very
will appear In the Centennial
aridly to be a success in any carsongbook published in accord- I
eer," Young answered when he was
ance with the college’s 1936-37
asked if he would advise anyone
Centennial theme.
to choose the army as a vocation.
Songs may be in any form (fox
;Young is quite a family man. He
trot. a 31(2. etC.) but mast be
has right children whose ages
written
in ink altd ineturte both
range from 5 to 30 years. There are
lyi IS and music, Songs are to he
is boys and two girls. One of the
written and 1.1’1)1,101rd only Ii
.ins, Jarhes, is a Plebe at Annapo.
member; of the student boats
Its and another. George. is at West
us no limit to the number
tat%
of enteteS submitted and moires
are to be submitted to Teti BatGEORGE E. YOUNG
gooyen, Revelries Board adviser.
Student. %ill be able to talk
Never too Old to Lenin
The contest closes April 30.
informally with both Dr. Fallieo

3
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I
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A heavy tog covered the cam- the’ had rested. Straightening up, boy repeated his question, dis- man turned and looked at the
, boy.
pus. Carols filtered.. through from he was starting to grade another ! tinetly.
paper as the door opened.
"My boy," the wise man said, , "History definitely shows
a nearby church as Angelica. the
It was only the little boy.
’Santa Claus’ was created by man there was a Santa Clams.
lock on city hall. struck eight.
"Yes," said the Professor of to satisfy an inner hunger. He. , that wasn’t exactly his nana ,
In the dim glare of a solitara
still
surprised
and he died a him.. long time s.
Mathematics in a
streetlight the fog grasped trees tone of voice. "Yes, what is it?" Santa Claus. that isgives the inThe pmfessor fidgeted as
dividual a feeling that there is
,ind shrubs. Only a small boy was
"IsthereaSandyClaus?" It came ; something good in the amid and boy turned and walked out aim
visible.
a
definite
in one breath. The boy’s cheeks thereby satisfies
need closed the door. In a moment the
He stood, not much taller than
were red from the cold outside.. within millions of people. especi- instructor opened the dour and
the lamp’s base. and viewed the
maroon
scarf.
neatly
tucked
ally
the
younger
folk.
No.
he
isn’t watched as the little fignre niox
His
eollege buildings. The yellowed into his knee-length brown coat, actually a person. He’, m113 a fi,i- toward the exit.
pointed
to
where
glow of lights
made them seem even render. He ment of imagination . .
The fog stall hung iii the tiii the few instructors were finishwas wearing a red cap with a
DR. CHENNELL
Lips pressed together and brims and shrubs and the boy walked
hour’s
work.
their
last
ing
white lamb’s-wool band on the furrowed. the boy’s eyes ques- slowly toward the street lamp.
It was Christmas Eve.
rim.
tioned him.
The boy didn’t count the bii
OPTOMETRIST
flipped
In one office a professor
"Is there a Sandy Claus?" He
"That is to say. he’s make be- as the clock struck the qua:
off-handedly
as
he
I a slide-rule
thought the man hadn’t under- lieyesort of ’let’s pretend.’"
hour.
checked a math problem. Holding stood.
"Merry Christmas. sonny." It
"But
I
saw
him."
the
hos
said
the rule arm’s distance, as if his
Santa Claus? Santa Claus inwas a tall man, who appeared sudquietly, turned, and Was gone.
glasses were ill-ground for his deed.
denly front the mist. Startled. the
work, he plotted a few figures on
The professor reached for the
The boy moved toa aid the boy was silent for a moment, until
his scratch pad and slumped back ’ rule as the boy moved closer, leav- I ighted door at the veiy end of he managed ...
in his chair.
ing damp shoe-marks.
the long hall, glanced at the
"Merry Christmas, Mr. . . and
"Santa Claus? Well, let’s see." strange words on the door snit and a very Happy New Year,
He took off his glasses and
"For instance Santa, as I recall, knocked three times with mitten- the boy shouted at the retreating
rubbed the place on his nose where
’
, travels by sleigh."
covered knuckles.
’ gentleman.
The professor moved his feet
After 2 few moments
me
he turned :
light of the solders
from under the desk and crossed the knob and looked in.
streetlamp, the whitelamb’s wool
his legs.
A round shouldered man with on the boy’s cap appeared lumi"Now sonny, it is highly prob- greying hair leaned over a small
nousalmost like a halo. A metable that, considering the area of bookIret..
..14
; ody from a group of carolers broke
tile runners applied to the obstruc; through the fog ... "Praise God to
ting surface. or plane, upon which
The Professor of History looked the Highest . . ."
it travels, that the friction created
The solitary lamp continued to
by the movement of such a primitive device would make it almost ! "Is there a Sandy Claus?" the cast off its light The fog remained
. 0 . when a hush
boy
spoke
clearly
and
quietly.
motionless.
impossible for it to move efficiI
Reflecting for a moment. the
The little boy was gone.
o peace and reverence falls
ently."
_
.
He turned toward his desk
over the world as gently as
"For instance, the formula .
look here, boy .
Hoolayl Its the fioliduy
...nowfreikes. May the season
The lad stepped closer to s.,
Express .. . and its bringbring you all its blessings.
the mystic marks the wise professor was putting on a scratch
ing a full carload of our
pad.
"So you see son, Santa’s sleigh
very best holiday wishes
The Brothers of
just couldn’t be pulled on the
NEW YORK,(UP)Only eight lotion schedule. Use the stairs
to all ot.n friends and paground without snow. And we more
shopping days till ChristGiftsHow to choose them: Us,
haven’t any snow."
masand they’ll getcha if ya a ouija board.
trons!
Self-satisfied, the Professor of
MoneyHow to spend it: The
Mathematics looked at the boy. don’t watch out.
Here are some helpful shop- best method is the straightfor.,’hose mittened hands w ere ping
hints
on
how
to
parry
the
ward,
honest one. Barge in and
clenched at his sides.
perils of aching-arch alley, listed spend what cash you have. Thee
"But Santa flies," the boy said, in convenient
index form.
’ charge things up to the stores
and left.
8th and San Carlos
ClerksHow to attract their limit. Then kite a few checks
The hall was dark. Steam hissing through the radiators sound- attention: Be polite, but be pre- Then get a floor plan of the store
ed like slithering serpents as the pared. If at first the clerk doesn’t and commit to memory just where
boy hurried to the next lighted notice you, don’t stand there on each floor are the other things
glowering and muttering. Remem- you want; this is for working
office.
He stood before the door. and, ber the Christmas: spirit. Look stealthily in the dark. Use a burgas if he had knocked, it opened. pleasant. Relax. Then when. at lar’s jimmy to let yourself in at
The Professor of Psychology last, the salesgirl says "Who’s night. Start at the top floor and
was about to switch off the light next. please!" Pull out a moose work your way down.
horn, sound a blast in her ear.
OriginalHow
and leave.
to be: Your
"Won’t you come in," the man and say softly. "Why, I am."
friends will expect you to give
a
moment’s
hesitation.
Crowded
CountersHow
to
after
them something different. And so
The boy followed him into the reach them: Don’t try to elbow will your cousins and yiilin tasoffice. Putting his leather brief- your way in. You’ll never make it. ters and your aunts. This year, ’
case on the floor, the professor Bring your own neighborhood buy mustache cups for all the men
1202 THE ALAMEDA
moved to his swivel chair.
team, with a husky line and fast on your list, and hand-cranked
*11801f6
CYpress 4-0755
"ISTHEREASANDYCLAUS?" backfield. The split-T is an ex . milk churns for the women.
the boy blurted.
cellent lineup to Use. With pracPackagesHow to get on the
Caught off guard by the ques- tice, you can open a quick hole bus with them: Bring along a
tion, the professor leaned back. through a solid mob five-deep, friend with a huge shoe horn. He
"How’s that?" he said, looking make a purchase, and get away call load you on with that, plus
,it the mittens and matching ma- to attack another counter. Team- main force.
roon scarf.
I work does it.
SmilingHow to keep on: Buy
SEVENTH AND SANTA CLARA STREET
"Is there a Sandy Claus?" the
ElevatorsHow they run: Blue- a face mask. Paint a grin. on It.
CYpress 5-8131 or CYpress 3-4452

SPARTAN DART

Season Greetings
front the brothels of

Pi Kappa Alpha

65

South 1st Street
SAN JOSE

CY 2-4910
Open every Flute tit Xmas

low

4 SPARTAN DAILY

WIDNFMAY DFC 14 l’71.S
’-vs;"144,1

SOCIAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Dine & Dance

The Christma; season sent the Alpha Chi’s
Christmas caroling Sunday evening. After the

22700 Old Santa Cruz Hwy

Haat," 4-6060

BOURBON’S
FRENCH
LAUNDRY
CASH AND CARRY
15% DISCOUNT
378 W SANTA CLARA ST
CY 5-1707
E DAIMON
San Jose

tra.
;Et

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

SINGLE. 14 TO SI DOUBLE

Attractive remanent Rates

Cypress

4-9404

PROOF CONSTRUCI,
TELEVISION BANQUET RC
COFFEE WOE’
EC, :’"
titf

FRIG OVERNIGHT PARKIN;
WO G. Ca..elel, Manager

MONTGOMERY
HOTEL
South First it or Son Antonio
Son Jose, Califeinic..
Give Gifts for
Christmas
that honor Christ!

EVANGEL BIBLE
BOOK STORE
90 E. San Fernando St.
CY 2-2353

BLISS
ANDERSON
BEAUTY SALOtJ
17 South Fourth St.
CYpress 2-0055

Underwood

Royal

Remington

TYPEWRITERS
For Rent
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines
For Sale
-- Easy Payment Plan

Est. 1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking Next Door

24

S. Second St.

CY. 3-6383

All of us her wont to extend
to all r,f youor good friends

L

.

and neighborssincere wishes
for a happy holiday, filled with
warmth and cheer and feorty
fellowship!

I

eorrian on your
list with a
beauty gift certificate from
Costa’s . ,
.
$2 00, up
use our
convenient
charge plan.

_i,Costa’s
L Y4.6854
7t
N

&dons of Beauty
Y7-3640, 257 S. First

:%etu.r&n..1t4ti...1124:141St"1"’Awg

ta climax the evening’s activities.
The combined efforts of DU’s and

Chateau Boussy

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

You’re sure to
please every

caroling, Mickey Miner, dressed as Santa Claus,
presented gifts. Coffee and doughnuts- were served

Ideal Place for Fraternity & Social
Parties

Corona

GreeksHighlightYulotideSeason
With Children’s Christmas Events
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

SWIMMING POOL

You cant guess
wrong with a.,

By /ERR’ ,EE HUNT
. . . buckets Editor

a cool yule

MILT FROM 13 TS

t<

n&cull
a/rapSy

. WISHINC1 Yr-d

KAPPA
ALPHA
THETA

Greetings from the
Brothers of, Theta Chi

Alpha Chi’s
, won the two Greek groups a gold plaque for their
Irooting section at the novice boxing tournament.
Fran Fancy was chairman of the event.
ALPHA PHI
I The sorority chapter house was the site of Alpha’
Phis traditional Christmas party for underprivileged Children Monday Skits and entertainment
. were included in the afternoon’s activities. The
appearance of a Santa, who distributed stuffed
I animals, climaxed the event.
Alpha Phi’s held their Christmas pledge dance
! at Brookdale Lodge Saturday. Highlig,lit of the
! evening was the presentation of the pledges who
received necklaces and corsages Johnny Vaughan
provided the music for the evening.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
I Sunday, the ATO’s and Chi. Omega’s held their
’annual Christmas party for underprivileged child-

join with merry old Kris
Kringle in wishing you a delightful package filled with Christmas
,heer. We hope you all have
the gift of happiness through
the season.
We

Alpha Chi Omega

A pack of good wishes is
headed your way, f am us
to you, for a merty Christ
man day. May your Christ
mas dreams come true, and
have a happy New Year,
too!

! ren. The Christmas party was held at the ATO

house where 22 children were entertained.
Refreshments and entertainment were featured
at the event, and a Santa who presented gifts to
the children highlighted the affair.
The ATO’s will hold their annual Christmas
dance Friday night at Broakdale lodge.
CHI OMEGA
Chi Omegas celebrated the Christmas season
with a party for members Monday evening. Gifts
were exchanged. and Dr Alexander G. McCallum,
professor of biology, acted as Santa Claus to add
to the evening’s entertainment.
Following Christmas songs, the Chi Omegas
Joined the ATO’s for a Christmas caroling session.
DELTA GAMMA
Members of Delta Gamma joined with Kappa
Alphas and Pi Kappa Alphas Sunday to entertain
underprivileged children at 3 Christmas party.
Marilyn Van Dyke, chairman, organized games
and the singing of Christmas carols for entertainment.
Monday evening the DC’s exchanged presents
at their annual Christmas party.
DELTA UPSILON
The Delta Upsilon fraternity held its annual
Christmas party Sunday evening at the fraternity
house. Members and pledges exchanged gifts, and
refreshments were served.
Tonight the DU’s will join the Alpha Phi’s and
hold a Christmas caroling session tor the campus

fraternities and sororities.
DU officers for next semester are Jim Marks,
president; Corney Reese, vice president; Ron Stan; ley, recording secretary; Chuck Kamm, correspond! ing secretary; Bernie Gould, sergeant at arms:
Clark Biggs, editor; John Luckhardt, graduate
I correspondent and Pete Jordano, critic.

DELTA ZETA
A Christmas party for the Children’s ward of
the Santa Clara County Hospital was held by Delta
Zeta sorority. Chriatinas caroling, refreshment
and entertainment were featured at the event.

Today, members of Delta Zeta will hold their
Christmas party for house members.
GAMMA PHI BETA
Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta will join the DU’s
for the two group’s annual Christmas project. The
project will be a Christmas party Thursday for
orphan children.
Games, refreshments and a Santa Claus will
highlight the holiday project,

KAPPA ALPHA
The brothers of Kappa Alpha helped spread
the Christmas eheer at their Monday night meeting as they trimmed their Christmas tree. Christmas Carols were sung by the members in the basement after the work on the tree was completed.
Sunday, the KA’s joined forces with the Delta
Gamma sorority and Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
to entertain underprivileged children at Hillsdale.
PHI MU
Members of Sigma Pi Fraternity and Phi Mu
sorority held an exchange Thursday evening. An
auction, entertainment and box desserts were featured at the party.
Los Gatos was the scene for the Phi Mu Christmas party given by the Santa Clara Valley Alumnae. Noted guests were alums from University of
Alabama arid New Mexico, The SJS chapter was
presented with two silver trays and silver salt and

Kappa Kappa Gamma

DEI.TA GANINI

as

%%Inner of the Spartan

Daily Christmas Tree Decoration cantest ithiged
Monday night. The Society Department of the
paper. sponsors of the contest, Judged the tree
decoration.: on the basis of oser-all appearance.
with emphasis on the view from the outside. Here
Sally McLaughlin and Roxle Bennie, members

Catholic Women’s Center

of Delta Gamma, are shown putting the finishing touches on the tree. Sigma Kappa’s took
second place. and Kappa TAU fraternity placed

third.

Signs of the season: good
cheer, warm friendships, light
hearts, high happiness, deep
contentment .
it is our sincere wish that they may all be
yours in fullest measure.

photo by Hawkins

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority joined forces with
Theta Chi fraternity for the annual Christmas
party for underprivileged children, Saturday at
the First Presbyterian Church.
Toys, presents and entertainment were featured
for the children. Hank Ramp acted as Santa Claus
to add to the festivities.

Gamma Phi Beta

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

Christmas
Monday evening. Refreshments of pumpkin pie and turkey were served.
Entertainment fcr the evening was provided by
the pledge class.
Brothers of

SAE held their annual

Here’s the full sleighloacl of
wishes for the merriest hal-.
day season ever .. packed
with a heaping measure of
good health, good cheer
and good fellowship.

th. ehAptpr house

SAE’s held a Christmas party for underprivileged children with sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta
Sunday at the KAT house. Games, presents and refreshments were featured.

SIGMA CHI
Sigma Chi’s held their Christmas Party for underprivileged children yesterday. Gifts, Santa Claus
and refreshments were provided for the children’s
entertainment.
Sigma Chi’s entertained Sweetheart candidates
with a buffet dinner Monday evening at the Christmas Tree decorating party.
SIGMA NU
Sigma Nu and Alpha Chi Omega will hold their
annual Christmas party for children with cerebral
palsy tomorrow at the Sigma Nu house. The two
houses are wrapping gifts ind toys which will be
presented to the children.
Bob Engel, social chairman, is in charge of
Sigma Nu’s participation in the party. Entertainment anO the appearance of a Santa also will be

LeRoy’s Restaurant

Along with his gaily derl. Pd presents, may Santa
bring into your home and
into your heart the priceless gifts of pence and con. tentment . . . of enduring
happiness and good will.

Silver Sabers

featured.

SIGMA PI
A Christmas party for chapter members will be
held this Friday evening. Karl Fratzke, vice president, is in charge of the event. Alums will be honored, and an exchange of gifts will take place. Dr.
Alvin C Beckett arid Dr. Hartley Snyder have
been Invited as new Sigma Pi advisers to attend.
Paul Ecker, present adviser, also will be a guest
at the affair.
THETA CHI
A Dream Girl Dinner-Dance was held at Hotel
Claremont Saturday evening as one of the fraternity’s activities for the dream girl contestants.
Ron Doolittle, social affairs chairman, presented the 13 candidetes to the brothers of Theta Chi

pepper shakers for the sorority’s new house.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Kappa’s and Phi Sigma Kappa’s went
Christmas caroling Tuesday evenMg at O’COnnor’s
Hospital in San Juse. The caroling was for the benefit of the older patients at the hospital.
Friday evening after novice boxing, the pledges
captured six members for their sneak. Members
captured were Terry Haycock, Ted Terzakis, Ken
at the event.
Grundhauser, Ev Gellerman, Don Comstock and i
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Jack Buehler.
1 The brothers of l’i Kappa Alpha will grant the
wish of Marlene Maughan, winner of the fraterSIGMA KAPPA
A Christmas Dinner for the Sigma Kappa soror- nity’s Christmas questionnaire contest. The name
ity house girls will be held Ibis evening. Christ- was drawn at the Pike’s children’s Christmas party.
mas caroling and an exchange of gins will high- The winner’s wish was a white Cashmere sweater.
light the annual event
I Pi Kappa Alpha will hold its annual Christmas
A Chinese feast was held Sunday evening at the party Friday evening at the chapter house. The
Sigma Kappa house. The Chinese theme was folevening will follow the traditional Christmas teelowed throughout the event. Hostesses for the event Itivittes of tree decorating and gift exchange.
were Gayle Grisham, Emmy Jones and Nancy Lab-.
The Pikes will join Delta Gamma’s tomorrow
hard.

Just a cheery little holiday
note to wish you a Yuletide
as bright and festive as the
ornaments on your Christmas tree.

evening-tor a -Chriatmas-carcritrut ,c,iun.

May your holiday season be a
time of gaiety and excitement
. . . and a time, too, of quiet
contentment, warm with the
blessings of home, family and
many friends.

Enther

Alpha Phi Omega
As you gather ’round the
tree, we hope your packages will be filled with
wonderful gifts and your
heart will be filled with all
the’ peace and joy of the
season.

Student Court

Kerr Will Speak At Meeting Tonight

Si Homes
Open For
Yule Tours

"Creative Dramatics" %AI he the pation as a part of hi. peech.
topic of the speech John Kerr
Pictures for La Torre will he
associate

professor of speech. will taken later in the evening. Also
deliver Id tunight’s 7:30 o’clock ; an the
ae,erida is a report on the
meeting of Alpha Chi Epsilon, as ’ results of the recent
sucker sale.
sociation for childhood education. The meeting Ival
he _v.h
in ...um
P
Kerr a Ll employ audience partici- 53.

SIGMA NU

s

Some gifts come in big packages
And other gifts are small.
But some of the very nicest are
Things you can’t see at all.
Good health, good cheer and
Friendship are the richest
treasure.
We hope you have them.
every one.
For your Christmas pleasure.

Sigma Chi

SPARTAN BART

Merry
Christrncis
to
All!!

family . . . May you spend the Yuletide season in the

merry atmosphere of fine old frish;oned

Christm.

Cheer.

HOLLYWOOD STUDIO
CYpross 2-89..

41 Narth first Sheet

Sorority Rush Prospects Number 340
In First Pre-Rush Sign Up Held Here

We’re not going to
with a string
around
fiddle
of lyrical Yuletide
wishes. All we want I,
to put in a-note and a
sincere oneto all
our friends. hoping that
their Holiday Season will be a
happy one . .. warm with the
presence of family and
fellows. peaceful with the
presence of hope and faith.

Fewer Social Events;
Curfew Law Instilled
For More Study Time

DELTA GAMMA
ALPHA TAU
OMEGA

Romance Roundup

Alpha Delta Sigma Holds
Banquet; Initiates 13

Alpha Delta Sigma, national advertising fraternity, held a banquet at the Hawaiian Gardens Sunday. Alvin Long of Long Advertising Inc. was host to fraternity
pledges and members
Those who received the "Pledge
Ritual" were Jack Erickson. Dick
Hurlbut, Leslie Lyons. Louie Mena
rho. Frank Seeley, Ronald Toth.
Bud Burgess. Charles Earnest, Ron
Price, Terry Sweeney, John Wagner, Paul Azevedo, and Don D3V1son.
Paul Merril, chapter president.
presided and introduced the alum100% owned by the
ni and guests. Alumni members
Associated Students Center present were Ed Walters. Jim
Hague, Paul Ward, and Melt Richards. Guests attending were Bill
Ayres. guest speaker and ahimni
chapter prendent: Charles Collier.
regional president, George Briggs,
alumni adviser; and Charles Delorenzo ;professional member.
Paul Merritt received the Beau.
mont Hohmann Troph1 which the
rhapter won last year in competition with Stanford University and
tfahrarsity of California.

Spartan Shop

5

We extend our warmest greetings to you and your

40Eir./
Soig
Ditlft losiOg rott
IMPOIMD LAMIS WOOL
ill 9S

5 5 s

’Borrowed’ Pictures
Disturb Journalists

41111PC.
JO

Tickets, good for admission ta
all five homes may he purchased
at any one of them, and those
. going on the "tour" may start at
any home they choose and select
the order in which they att’ to he
Seined
Too of the homes are in the
East Foothills They are those of
Mr and Mrs. Victor Os.-n, Jr , at
5457 Greenside Dr and of Mr and
Mrs. Fred J. Fletcher at 541(1 Fair
way Dr Mrs. Owen has decorated
liei oan home, assisted by her and
neighbor. Mrs Charles Stoeckly
the Fletcher home has been decorated by Lodovico Brunetto and
Mrs. Gloria Ann Bush, profes,ional
decorators.
In the Willow Glen area are the
homes of Dr and Mrs. G. L. Flem
ing at 1051 Westwood Dr. and of
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Cakebread at
2598 Westgate Ave. Decorators of
(LEFT TO RIGHT) are Mrs. Floyd Willson, SJS panhellenic di
the Fleming home have been Mrs
rector; Hazel Deichelboher and Ka’. Reid.-r, panhellenic members,
James Enochs and Mrs. James F
shown assisting SJS freshmen Liz sturgeon, Karen Chambers, and
Boccardo. Mrs. Robert Doerr has
Linda Coleman lot pre-rushing registration. Photo to Downing
decorated the Cakebread home.
At 1845 Dry Creek Rd. is the
home of Mr. and Mrs Theo K.
Farrington. built in 1878 by- Farr
ington’s grandparents. An innovation this year. tea will be served
in the Victorian dining room by
Approximately 340 girls have re- ups were taken the first two days Mrs. Virgil Curtis. chairman of the
tea
committee. assisted by memgistered in the first pre-rushing of this week at the Panhellenic
bers of the Yuletide Tour comsign up ever held at San Jose State, booth in front of Morris Dailey.
according to Miss F.line Chial, panSorority girls ace cautioned by mittee.
The Farrington home has been
hellenic council rush captain. Sri Miss Chial to observe section D
Caldwell,
of the rush contract between now decorated by Mrs. Walter
and the time the actual rush ses- assisted by Mrs Bert Gale. Mrs.
sion takes place. Section D reads: Milton Lanyon, Mrs. Willard
There shall be only classroom and Schmidt and Mrs Ileonard Dolton,
living group contact between sorority women and prospective rushAll speech and drama majors ees. Any other action will lye ininvited
to
and minors are
attend terpretated as a violation of the
a party tomorrow given for them contract, and the house involved
by the department faculty, accord- will be severely punished. Miss
ing to Mrs. Noreen Mitchell, so- Chial added.
cial chairman for the department.
Open House for the February
The party will take place at rushing session will be held Fri
3:30 p.m. in the Studio Theater. day, Feb. 10th from 4 to 6 p.m
Refreshments will be served, and and 7 to 9 p.m. The remaining
(Continued from page It
entertainment will be provided by schedule of rush parties will be
the faculty Dr. Harold C’. Crain, as follows. 1st parties, Feb. 11 and cussed in various student groups,
, department head, will be the Mas- 12; 2nd parties, Feb. 13 and 14; faculty groups, and combined
ter of Ceremonies; J. Wendell 3rd parties, Feb. 16 and 17; 4th student-faculty groups. As enJohnson will sing; Dr. James
parties, Feb. 18th; and preference, rollments increase, the situation
Clancy will give a reading and Dr. Feb. 19th. This schedule received grew worse and finally now
Dorothy Kaucher will talk to the final approval of the Panhellenic thing had Su be done."
group.
Council at their last meeting.
The official notice stated, "Since
all social functions are to be approved by Hit Activities Office as
heretofore, students in charge of
arranging functions are urged to
Roberson.
1..o.y is a mem- consult the activities officer when
PINNINGS
ber of Kappa Alpha Theta, and making plans. Such planning will
WOLVERTONDRANH,1M
Roberson is affiliated with Chi tend to eliminate many problem
Kappa Alpha Theta Muriel Bran- Phi at University of California.
situations."
ham blew out the traditional canDr. Lowell Walter, chief coundle to announce her pinning to BLACK-WILLIAMS
Stanford Theta Chi Chuck WolverPhyllis Williams announced her selor, said, "With the growth of the
, ton. Miss Branham is a junior in- engagement to Dick Black at a college and the increasing complextenor decorating major, and Wol- dinner party recently. Miss Wit. ity of student life, it becomes more
verton is a mechanical engineering Hams is 3 social service major, and difficult for students to budget
major.
Black is a tin-Sines.; administration their time. This new policy is
:CURNUTT-WRIGIRT
partial attempt to help students
graduate.
I Joanne Wright. Alpha Phi,
solve this problem."
ANDERSON.GONSALVES
passed a red rose which revealed
Committee members include Dr.
Leroy
Anderson
passed
the
cigars
her pinning to Jim Curnutt, Sigma
Chi. at Monday’s meeting. Miss Monday everting, announcing his Stanley C. Benz. Robert S Martin,
;Wright is a junior GE major from recent engagement to Miss Joan Miss Helen Dimmick, and Dr. Lowell Walter.
I Culver City, and Curnutt is a jti Gonsalves of Oakland.
Inior advertising major.
ALTHOUGH A WAVE OF
CONNICK-OATES
ARMOND-MEYER
Joan Oates, Sigma Kappa pledge, EFFIGI’MANGING HAS HIT
Emily Meyer, Kappa Kappa Gam- announced her engegement
COLLEGE
CAMPUSES REto
ma, announced her pinning to Bob
George Cowlick, Stanford student. CENTLY, NO SUCH DEMONArmond, Sigma No, Monday eve- She is a Wilier majoring
in edu-1 STRATION WAS REPORTED
ning Miss Meyer is a social service cation
and he is a junior major AT THE TIME OF THIS WRITmajor, and Armond is majoring in pre-law.
ING.
in aeronautical engineering.
ROGERS-WILLIAMSON
ENGAGEMENTS
Diane Williamson, junior social
service major. from San Lorenzo,
WINMER-CAVAZNA
Betty Cavazna, Phi Mu, announc- announced her engagement to
ed her engagement to Don Winmer Charles Rogers, senior advertisite.
Miss Cavazna is a sophomore home major of Riverside.
economics major, and Wilmer at- ONETODEHNKE
tended Oregon State College, but
Marilyn Behnke. senior English
Someone recently
horioned"
now is stationed at Fort Ord.
Drama major, has announced her two mounted pictures from a disROBERSON-LOSEV
engagement to Barry Oneto, In play outside the door of the photo
Senior Lynn Lose)’ recently an- dustrial management major at studio and lab in the Journalism
nounced her engagement to Lee Santa Clara University.
Building. Those responsible fur the
display ask that the prints he refilmed in order to "restore the
lofts faith in human nature "

Speech, Drama Majors
Invited to Faculty Party

S.J.S. Rally Committee

c

Tour.

AT’Ay
0 iiWYJ

CHEER
and happy
holidays .. .

nrr H

Five attractive San Jose homes
will be open to the public from
. to 8 p m. Sunday when the San
,lotie Stitt College Christian Assn..
holds as eighth annual Yuletide

As the cheery Yuletide
hell: rƒng out, hailing
thefestiveholiday
season, we’d like to
chime in with our
heartiest wishes to
the students and faculty. May you, one
and all, enjoy the
ver y brightest and
happiest time of your
lo.es.

Wishing
you good

WEONTCDAY

Father B. R. Hubbard
Suffers Hemorrhage

NEWARK, N. Y., Dec. 13-1
( tlP)The Rev Bernard R Hut,
bard, famed "Glacier I’
Alaska. was in serious.
in Doctors Hospital here ludo
from a cerebral hemorrhage.
Father Hubbard, known the
world over for his Alaskan explorations, suffered the hemorrhage here Saturday while preparing to say Mass in the chapel
of the nuns convent at St. Michael’s Ilrochlai School.

The 67-year-old priest stopped
off here on his way to Hartford,
Conn., to visit friends.
Father Hubbard was putting on
Iris Mass vestments In the chapel
when stricken He was taken Immediately to the hospital
His
physician. Dr. James Palermi, de
svillivd his condition as -serloii.
but wit ritical."
Sitice 10e26, Father Hubbard ha
been dean of geology at the Univet
sily of Santa, Clara, where to
makes his MM.

ANOTHER Mall HACH

ORIGINAL

Remember girls . . . we have the sizes
of your favorite quy on ref ord.

To all our friends rind
patrons, our wishes for
a Christmas season that
really rings the bell in
every way May its hapmess brighten all the

Season’s Greetings to You All
from

doys ahead.

SILVA’S
SHELL
SERVICE
Fourth and San
Fernando Streets

moler’s for men
121 South Fourth Street
CY 2-4500
1t1.1

Till RS. NIGHT

arta Wins in Overtime’)

Humez *ants Ray ’S
PARIS, Dec. 13 (UP) French
middleweight contender Charles
Hume: said today he is ready and
willing to fight champion Sugar
Ray Robinson -an:, where" for the
world title.

1955

EDSPIislIAS11;Z1,="1

Now that the Yuletide season s here, to all our friends
both far and near .

I

Game-End Rally Sets Up 65-59 Pay Billets Open
At Local Center
Victory After Cold First Half

There are pay billets open in
elerical work for naval reserve
personnel in enlisted status at
By JIM EGGERT
the Naval Reserve Training Cencaves.
playing
ragged
The SJS
ter, 19th and Mission Streets, acball and behind almost the entire cording to Lt. Robert McMahon,
game, stagged a game-tad rally to public information officer.
knot the score at the end of reguEnlisted men with rating’s Fair.
lation time and went on to take a
65-59 overtime victory over San ing from yeoman third class
Francisco State last night in Spar- chief can eirma---full thry’s Fr’
by attending each meeting. Me,’
30 Gym.
are held on Monday nigte
Gator center Thatcher Nance ings
from 7:30 to 930 o’clock at 1tallied on a tip-in with only 15
center. Veteraes and r,
seconds remaining to make the , training
servists who are interested should
count 54-54 at the end of the fourth I
period after Toni Crane had putl contact Cmdr. Wilfred S. Gibbs at
the Spartans ahead for the first CY4-7024._
time since the end of the first
quarter with a nice drive-in.
After S. F. State went ahead
early in the osertime period.
Crane, who lead the Spartans
Is-Rh 16 points, almost single
handedly beat the Gators.

. we

pause a while to warmly soy,
Good cheer for a happy

DUTCH MILL
the street from the Student Union

Merry Christmas
to ail from the

Purple Ghosts’’
of

py holiday song of cheer
and joy and hearty good
fellowship to last all through

Delta Sigma Phi

We really hope that Scant

brings you

all the joys your heart desires.
May every wished-for gift bring you and

FORWARD RAY GOODWIN
(6-2) is pictured here displaying his tremendous jumping
ability. Goodwin is a 6-5 high
jumper. a factor which helps in
rebounding. The Spartan eager,
mho is the fastest man on the
squad. is regarded as a consistanti clutch ’player.

your family a full measure of happiness.

Sigma - Kappa
With each Yulet,de cand
that we light goes this

Phonographs
RADIOS

cere wish to our friends and

Student Rates

ATO Earns Position
In Intramural Final

neighbors: A holiday sea-

1-.0la

PACIFIC RADIO-

son filled with joy and hap
piness, made perfect by
presence around you of all

SPORTING GOODS
174 So. 2nd
opposite Kress’

those that you hold dear.

At
tx0,

_4

4 Ate40,ot

GREF,Till2s

4,14.0
-V
4

*)ƒ’?
o LIViors’

from
the

CALIFORNIA
BOOK CO.

Club Barber Shop

.ƒƒ.

team

Fjowers

?

for
Holiday
Decorations

candles, may you see in
cheerful

glow

STANDINGS
NATION.U.

As you light your Christmas
their

the

smiling faces of those near est and dearest to you.
May the

joyous

In the preliminary game.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Alpha SJS junior varsity. paced by George
l’.111 Omega will clash Thursday Wagner’s 17 points defeated thi
.tternoon at 4 p.m. in the Rose S.F. State J.V.s, 84-60.
,iarden for the fraternity IntraBOX SCORE
San Jose
mural football championship. The
FT TP
two clubs tied for first place in PLATER
2
4
the National League and defeated Lreeg, f.
; Niemen, Fe.
3
11
!American Lea:me winners in semi- , Goodwin, f.
O
2
. final playoffs.
Egeland. f.
a
2
11
K0g.
.
SAE edged Theta Chi 7-0 jester
Rowley, f.
0
0
,!ay afternoon in an overtime per. Brady. f.
1
5
7
after the two teams battled Li Branstrom. c.
1
2
4
1
2
Of) deadlock on Monday. ATG Rorghesani, i
7
2
16
rolled over Pi Kappa Alpha in its Crane. g.
0
Diaz, g.
4
semi-fmal Contest.
SchAendinger, g.
2
Totals
21
23
65
FINAL INTRA3ICRAL

Bakmas

holiday

est and dearest to you . . .

Flower
Shop

CY. 2 0462

LI3,0

season find you all in good
health and good spirits.

Iptia Tao omerr
sigma Alpha Upsilon
Delta 11.psilou
Phi Sizosa Kappa
Sigma Nu
Kappa Tau
Theta Xi
ANILR1( AN
Kappa Alpha
Theta Chi
PI Kappa Alpha
Sigma ( hi
Delta Sigma Phi
Lambda
11phA
Skims l’i

AV
5

I.
I

5

I

4
3
2
2
0

2
3
1
4
6

S.F. STATE
PLAYER
FG
Browning. f.
6
Gipson. F.
2
0
Mot,ely. f.
Holman. f.
0
6
Nance. c.
1
Mann. r.
Kenny. g.
I
Garfield, g.
4
Daniels, g.
0
24
Totals

%GUI:
5
5
3
2
2
0

7th St

801 S

of
BETHEL CHURCH SUNDAY SCHOOL
"Assembly of God

224 Meridian Road
9.45 A.M. EVERY SUNDAY
11.00 A.M.- Morning Worship Service
730 P.M. Evangelistic Service

Eddie Diaz hit four straight free
throws, and Ray Goodwin hit on
a follow-up jump shot to make it
50-48 with 2:55 remaining. After
Nance scored for the Gators,
Brady hit a jump shot, Egeland
did likewise, and the score wit,
tied with 45 seconds left.
Then came Crane’s drive-in,
and Spartan fans went wild. But
Nance delayed things with his
tip-in. and it was on to overtime.
The Spartans looked ragged in
the first half. and S.F. State didn’t
look much better. However. thanks
to their superiority from the free
throw line, the Gators enjoyed a
27-20 half-time lead. San Francisco
continued its lead in the second
half until Diaz free throws turned
the tide.
Crane played an outstanding
game as did Fred Niemann once
he got going, but most gratify.
ing of all were performances
turned in by reserves Egeland,
Brady and Shwendinger. Ernie
Brownfield turned in a great
game for the Gators while scoring 18 points.

the New Year.

AUTOMATIC
LAUNDROMAT

THE COLLEGE CLASS"

S.F. State had the game apparently salted away, holding a
50-42 lead with approximately use
minutes remaining. and the Spar,
tans anything hut dangerous. But
then SJS began to operate.

Let s all on Santa in a hap-

home; its message of brotherhood into every heart.

Fellowship
Inspiration
Bible Instruction

First he hit two free throws to
narrow the Gator lead to 57-56.
Then he stole a San Francisco pass
and went the length of the court
for the tally that put the Spartans
ahead to stay. After Gil Egeland
hit two charity tosses. Crane scored
on another lay-in to make it 62-57.

Sigma Pi

May the wonder of Christmas find its way into every

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
BY BRANCHES OF THE MOTHER CHURCH
Tiv., First Church of Christ, Scientist,
M Boston Mass.
---LESSON SUBJECT-A Face Tremendow, for Decisive Days1st Church 1807 The Alameda
Sunduy: 11 A.M. and 5 P.M.
Sunday School 11 AM.

Wed. Eve. Testimonial Meetings 8 P.M.
Reading Room
28 West San Antonio
Second Church: 3rd at San Antonio
Sunday School: 11 A.M.
Church 11 A.M.
Wed. Eve. Testimonial Meetings 8 P.M.
Reading Room 1043 Lincoln Ave.

WELCOME
STUDENTS

FACULTY
PERSONNEL
To The Downtown Church V1/4.’here You II Oct Something
Genuinely Helpful
You II Find A Live College Group That YouIl Really Enjoy

Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
mooMORNING WORSHIP SERVICE

9:30COLLEGIATE BIBLE CLASS
6:15COLLEGE TRI C CLUS
7:30EVENING SERVICE
Two Youth Pastors To Serve You
DR. CLARENCE SANDS
REV. MERLE ROARK
CHUM EDUCATION
REV. DAVID NELL’S
YOUTH DIRECTOR

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two blocks from campus

2nd and San Antonio

Personal counseling by appointment

CY 5.6391

rir""-

GO
FT
6
2
0
0
2
0
5
4
0
19
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6
0
11
’2
7
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0
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ARCADE SHOE REPAIR
AND SHINE SHOP

I
3
I
I
6

Leave your shoes with
John and Andy for
Dyeing. Cleannsg and Repairing
12 West Si Awoino

TRINITY
EPISCOPAL CHURCH

everyone of-you u

III NORTH SECOND STREET
.,:y Services
8 CC u rn. Holy Communion
930 a.m. Church Schaal
and Family Service
IHoly Caramunion on 3rd Sunday,
1 I .00 a.m. Mormng Prayer
mul Sermon
j14,1v ammun.on on 1st Sun.Ind
e .r0 k.,pirarbury Llub

Merry

The Rev Marl, Rilenbark. 0 D , Pxxoet
The Rev Stuart Anderson, Assistant

CHI ALPHA
Wishing each and

and

Christmqs,
our

t undle

glows with the sincere hope that your
holidays

will

614,

HAWAII

Sob

1956 SIXTH
ANNUAL
SUMMER SESSION TOUR
FOR COEDS ONLY

Boating
11116. Luau Dinner dance
htawailana Hotel with Kitchens
IlIfIld111P,

Spectacular Scenicruleee and Highway Traveler Ceraehet
Service to all 18 States, Canada, and 10 441101C0
More Thru-Epress Byre, to and horn more places
Escorted Tours nnel Pre PInnroorrl Varafkmi all over America
C000p Charter Trips mare fun than a hayride
Note:mend* Package Express Service ...foil, frgeiggio

7 Weeks $545 plus tax
AV&U"

1,is

THANE’, Al

tlir huppost eve,

GREENE-BIRDSE YE-NLL6ur 1

/ƒ VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR
The Brothers of

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

STOP TOUR TO

Alpha Omicron Pi

ISORS

34 E SAN ANTONIO-SAN JOSE
CY7 2121

TOURS
Move vow tried GRIIIYNOUND latoly
AC’S A GWILYMOVNO

AGCNT

N114

VO 1J

ROBERT LAWS
.1

1
Yhotoijevdoi

2E18-90 Pork Ave. CY 5-9 2 1 5
Free Parking in Rear

Psi Chi To Initiate $100 Award
Pledges in January;
Open House Soon For Ar tisk
Psi

Chi, national

i ehology
new

Dine by Candlehyht at itiv

members

terested

HOUSE OF PIZZA
by the Civic Auditorium-

395 Almaden Ave
CY -99411
Where Ou
Y, Money s Worth

honorary

plan’s

to

in becoming

and

its

Those

membeis

the

requirements

at

partment open hue, or by leaving
a

request

fur lurther information
society’s box located in the
department office.
in the

Clyde

Rich,

,i,.tration

chairman

that persons

of

the

explained

chology

courses;

ior or minor
intend

be eitlter a

ma-

in psychology;

and

submit

"hough

A good old-fashioned Yuletide is our wish for all our

or

recommendations

annual

art.

Penwomen
Santa

are

graduate

exceptional

upper-

students,

sophomores

are often admitted, Rich said.

This

offered to a

County

to

tde

branch.

7

women

The Alarnedp and Shasta

indeed, filled with. gay surprisrs and hearty fellowship.

9:30
I 100
5,30
600
7,00

Chi Pi Sigma

SUNDAYa.m.College Closs
am.Sunday Service
p m.Knon Club 8. Snort
p m Young People’s Group
am Evening Service

All Students Invited-,
Rev. George Vorsheim, Pastor
Rev George Day, Wouth Director

(Your Student Police)
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Science of Mind
Fellowship
Philosophy of living
Psychology of living
Religion in life

given

Studio Theater
THURSDAY, 7:30 P.M.
ne.elopmeni ot a Dynamic
Personality. ’

Dr.

director

Companj.,
speaker

various prob-
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the
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talks

will

3.7145

the

were Only
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for
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lel bridge across Carquinez Straits
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a
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SJS

Corey

y

jueves,
114

diciembre en

Drama Bldg.

Los

The book is published by
of

San

Fearor,

students

make

cash

Were singing out with a
mu..-age of good choir and
merriest Holiday greetings,
to all our friends and patrons who helped mot e cr
year so successful.

Archie’s Steak House

ie,

May this Yuletide season
deliver to you joy to warm

Corn

the

meetir,.,

your heart, gifts to make

scien.,

interested

students.

Dr

your eyes sparkle and a

talk

the

is

to

help

Christmas Day so merr y

moat of

their

alwas,.

remaining formal training and to
help them develop perspective for

Corey is affiliated with

been

in

Flader,

with

... As you light your
Christmas candle
moy you see in their
cheerful ,g I o w the
smiling faces of those
nearest and dearest
to you. May the joy
ous holiday season
find you all in good.’
health and good spirit’.

C.,

Laboratoric,

Inc., and

Inc.

Holiday Special
Aluminum Metal
Easels

en

un
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tarde

14

y
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Speech

and

actores sun

mi-

close de pronuncia-

This philosophy can teach the student
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